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There is significant evidence that urban redevelopment programmes for social housing are often inappro@
priate for users’ needs and fail to deliver the expected socio-economic benefits. Issues in managing such 
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Causes include inadequate planning; limited collaboration and excessive focus on low initial cost solutions. 
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to improve integration between different projects, and to critically reflect on existing experiences.
This workshop will bring together Brazilian and UK early career researchers to build capacity, contributing to 
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* Keynote presentations by leading academics and by practitioners involved in the management of 
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* Early career researcher presentations on current and emerging research
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* A research road map based on the working group discussions, inter-disciplinary work required and 
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The workshop is being coordinated by Professor Patricia Tzortzopoulos Fazenda (University of Hudders@
field, UK) and Professor Carlos Formoso (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil) and will have con@
tributions from other leading researchers, including Professor Mike Kagioglou and Professor Lauri Koskela 
(University of Huddersfield, UK), Dr Luciana Miron and Dr Eduardo Isatto (Federal University of Rio Grande 
do Sul, Brazil).
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Researcher Links is designed to provide financial support to bring together a UK and a partner country 
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collaboration and enhancing the researchers’ career opportunities. The programme is supported by the 
UK government and partner country funding, and forms part of the Newton Fund. We extend our deepest 
gratitude towards them in supporting this exciting activity. Our thanks also go to the members of the British 
Council Researcher Links team for their timely responses for all our queries and being supportive whenever 
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We also would like to thank FAPERGS (Foundation for the Support of Research in the State of Rio Grande 
do Sul), Brazil, which is the Brazilian funding agency that provided support from the Brazilian side for the 
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and its implementation phases: Prof. Mike Kagioglou & Prof. Lauri Koskela from the Innovative Design Lab 
at the University of Huddersfield, UK, and, Dr Luciana Miron and Dr Eduardo Luis Isatto from NORIE, Fed@
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during the workshop: Tiago Holzmann, from IAB/RS (Institute of Brazilian Architects – State of Rio Grande 
do Sul); Jair Fernando Niño Porto Alegre, Coordinator of the Executive Management of Housing in Porto 
Alegre / RS from Caixa Econômica Federal (National Savings Bank); representatives from Porto Alegre City 
Council (PMPA) and DEMHAB (Municipal Department of Housing), and Nívea Oppermann from WRI Brasil 
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workshop of this scale are significant and it would not have been possible to organise this workshop without 
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tive Design Lab at the University of Huddersfield - UK, for leading all organisational aspects of the workshop 
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and Sophie Phillips from University of Huddersfield, and Rosana Dal Molin, from NORIE/UFRGS.
Finally, we would like to thank all the participants from Brazil and the UK for their active participation at the 
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unlock further funding to support poverty alleviation. It is managed by UK’s Department of Business, Inno@
vation and Skills, and delivered through 15 UK delivery partners in collaboration with 15 partner countries. 
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2015 UK Spending Review it was agreed to extend and expand the Fund. The Newton Fund was extended 
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a £735 million UK investment to 2021, with partner countries providing matched resources within the Fund. 
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For more information visit: www.newtonfund.ac.uk and follow via Twitter: @NewtonFund
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The Newton Fund is working with the Higher Education International Unit and national co-funders to run 
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between UK and overseas institutions, through PhD scholarships, placements, and partnerships.
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Supporting STEM education through a variety of mechanisms such as the development of teaching 
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The Innovative Design Lab (IDL) is an interdisciplinary research centre/laboratory at the University of Hud@
dersfield. The lab conducts theory based and applied research generally into product design, and especially 
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Our research focuses on solving real world problems through design innovation, mobilising the underlying 
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at large. Our research is developed closely with diverse public and private sector organisations to propose 
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Our vision is for increasing the value of design whilst reducing costs, enabling the society to benefit from 
high quality environments and products that are supportive of users needs and activities. This vision will be 
achieved through scholarly research and industrial engagement. More specifically, the potential of design 
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bling ideas to flow across disciplinary boundaries
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Tel: (+44) 01484 472281
p.tzortzopoulos@hud.ac.uk
University of Huddersfield, Queensgate,
Huddersfield, HD1 3DH 
United Kingdom
_6KWhttp://www.hud.ac.uk/research/researchcentres/idl/.
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Núcleo Orientado para a Inovação da Edificação (NORIE) is a research unit that is part of the Postgradu@
ate Program in Civil Engineering, School of Engineering, at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 
(UFRGS), located in Porto Alegre, State of Rio Grande do Sul. NORIE was founded in 1978, and is currently 
one of the most prestigious research groups in the field of Construction Engineering and Management in 
Brazil. Around 70 researchers work at NORIE, including academic staff, research fellows, doctorate and 
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The Construction Management and Economics Group (GEC) is part of NORIE, and currently has over 20 
researchers. The research developed by GEC involves a wide range of topics, which are concerned with 
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at GEC is to build a robust theoretical framework which can enable learning of new management concepts 
developed in other sectors (e.g. manufacturing, health care), as well as the transfer of knowledge between 
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government departments, construction companies, design offices, material and component manufacturers 
and industrial organizations. GEC has participated intensively in several research networks, including the 
International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) and ANTAC (National Association of Built Environment 
Technology).
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ture and 3D Design, University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom
/1@K%55@1&;018@5&+@11%5&N@17@5@, Post Graduate programme in Civil Engineering, School of Civil Engineer@
ing of Building Innovation Research Unit (NORIE), Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
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University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom
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Huddersfield, United Kingdom
A1&P92#040&B#1@4, Member of Building Innovation Research Unit (NORIE), Associate Professor of School of 
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tive working, and value generation through design development. Patricia’s PhD was awarded in 2004 by the 
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of the Built Environment.
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on healthcare design and value generation, design front-end issues, requirements management, and the 
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design, the synergies of lean and BIM, and on the adoption of BIM in design and construction firms. Patri@
cia’s more recent work focuses on the adoption of BIM to support better design decision making and value 
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Patricia is a member of the International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC), and has been engaged in 
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laborators and close links with Brazilian Higher Education Institutions. She has authored over 100 research 
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number of PhD and master thesis in diverse institutions in the UK and overseas. She also acts as a referee 
in diverse scientific journals and international conferences.
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Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Brazil. He has a degree in Civil Engineering (UFRGS, 1986), M.Sc. in Construction 
Management (UFRGS, 1986), and Ph.D. (University of Salford, 1991). He has been a senior advisor of the 
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ment, safety management, and clients requirement management in housing. Also, he has developed several 
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following journals: Architectural Engineering and Design Management, Journal Built Environment Project 
and Asset Management, Construction Economics and Building, Engineering Construction and Architectural 
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Construído (Brazil). 
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Dean of Art, Design and Architecture at the University of Huddersfield since November 2013. He was previ@
ously  the Head of the School of Built Environment at Salford University. Michail (Mike) was the Director of 
the £8M EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council) Salford Centre for Research and 
Innovation (SCRI) in the built and human environment and the Academic Director for the £11M EPSRC fund@
ed interdisciplinary IMRC in Health and Care Infrastructures Research and Innovation Centre (HaCIRIC) for 
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researching Benefits Realisation in a number of sectors. He is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy 
(HEA), Fellow of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Build@
ing (CIOB) and Senior Associate of the Royal College of Medicine (RAM). 
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Graduated in Architecture and Urbanism at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (1994), master’s 
(2002) and doctorate (2008) at the Graduate Program in Civil Engineering from the Federal University of Rio 
Grande do Sul. Associate Professor at the School of Architecture (since 2006) and the Graduate Program 
in Urban and Regional Planning (since 2011) of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Postdoc at the 
University of Huddersfield / UK under the guidance of Professor Lauri Koskela (2014-2015). She served as 
a counselor in the Council for Economic and Social Development of the State of Rio Grande do Sul (2013-
2014). She has experience in the area of Architecture, Engineering and Construction, with emphasis on De@
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client requirements management, value generation, perceived value, evaluations of social housing projects, 
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Professor Lauri Koskela is an expert in lean construction, an area he has advanced since 1991. He is a 
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already in Antiquity, with the method of analysis (from geometry) and rhetoric as the first models of design 
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Lauri joined the University of Huddersfield in October 2014. Previously he worked at the University of Salford 
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struction management and allied fields.
Lauri Koskela’s current research interests cover:
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Professor Eduardo Isatto is Associate Professor at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul and a mem@
ber of the Building Innovation Research Unit (NORIE/UFRGS) since 1997. During this time he has been 
966+-<'%1;*-;69'%1'$6.6"$&3'*1'#36'"++-%&"#%*1'*0'-6"1'+$*9,&#%*1'#*'#36'&*1#6I#'*0'&*1.#$,&#%*1'%19,.#$<U'J%.'
research have included a wide range of different fields as project management, production systems design, 
procurement and supply chain management, production processes development, quality and cost manage@
ment, and ICT/BIM. Eduardo has taken part in a number of national and international research projects 
aiming at productivity and quality improvement of the built environment, and published about 50 academic 
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tional Association of the Built Environment (ANTAC), in Brazil.
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 Prof Lauri Koskela:  The Management of Complex Projects
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 Prof. Mike Kagioglou:   Benefits Realization
 Prof. Luiz A. Bressani &   
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 Prof. Patricia Tzortzopoulos:  Evidence-based design
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The workshop programme includes a site visit to PIEC which is a Porto Alegre’s City Entrance Integrated 
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search by NORIE. The second part of the day will involve a visit to  a Minha Casa Minha Vida project.
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Each participant will present their work to the other delegates and provide an overview regarding their cur@
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feedback from the participants. All presenters will use the PechaKucha format for their presentation. This is a 
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dium and long-term research work and capacity building. It will also establish specific measurement criteria 
e.g. health improvement; safety which will be discussed with practitioners and funding agencies. Also, the 
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Skills development: This session will encourage ECRs to consider challenges associated with multi-discipli@
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IAB/RS (Institute of Brazilian Architects – State of Rio Grande do Sul); Jair Fernando Niño Porto Alegre, 
Coordinator of the Executive Management of Housing in Porto Alegre / RS from Caixa Econômica Federal 
(National Savings Bank); representatives from Porto Alegre City Council (PMPA) and DEMHAB (Municipal 
Department of Housing), and Nívea Oppermann from WRI Brasil will join an expert panel discussion.
/0$,C0(5&$@&#7302$U There will be discussions on pathways fo impact led by Prof Formoso and Prof Kagi@
*4-*,U
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how they aim to develop their career. Mentors will facilitate focusing on how ECRs can improve their profile.
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and use of the information by a much wider community of ECRs, as well as other interested parties.
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particular to encourage future UK and Brazil collaboration. The workshop programme includes several social 
events. Participants will have the opportunity to taste a typical a churrasco (Brazilian Barbecue), and experi@
ence some of the ‘gaucho’ culture.
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Leicester School of Architecture. Funded by EPSRC, Amal has awarded her PhD in 2015 from University 
of Salford. Her thesis title was Implementing Green Business Models in the UK Construction Industry: Op@
portunities and Challenges. Amal has MSc in Architecture from the Robert Gordon University (2010) and 
BSc Hons in Architecture (2004) from University of Khartoum. Prior to this appointment, Amal was a KTP 
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The social housing sector has a major role to play in contributing to the UK social, environmental, and eco@
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studies have focused on drivers and barriers to sustainability including regulation, market, and financial 
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of sustainability within the social housing sector. Five elements of the business model are identified: green 
value proposition; target group; key activities; key resources; and financial logic. Evidence will be collected 
from housing associations addressing sustainability across the UK to substantiate the arguments through 
case studies. The research findings will help to demonstrate to housing practitioners the business potential 
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theory and studio in Art & Design departments for over 20 years. Currently writing up her PhD, looking at 
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consolidate their post-war identities of place, by restoring, preserving or designing buildings of  significance.
She is a member of the following Research Groups at Huddersfield; IDL Innovative Design Lab, CUDAS 
Centre for Urban design, Architecture & Sustainability and ABIS Academy for British and Irish Studies She is 
currently working on a Collaborative Venture with Dr Ertu Unver and Healthy Step (Sensograpgh).
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brand ethnography, product design and community history could be beneficial to researchers working to 
understand communities’ relationships to place making and the unmaking of place.
The user as consultant or subject for observation is not new. Sensorial ethnographic data capture (Pink, 
2013) and user-centered research methodologies for co-design are rich, efficient ways of capturing, inter@
preting and applying real-world strategies for responsive design iterations; work by Cooper & Press, IDEO, 
RCA and Huddersfield University Product Design students and staff attest to this. 
In the field of community history, collaboration known as co-production enables data capture strategies and 
their outcomes to become anterior to the historian (Lloyd & Moore and Pente et Al, 2015). A given community 
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So what might this hybrid methodology look like? Researcher(s) could brief the user-community as to what 
they need to find out, but the methodology and output be negotiated between the parties involved. Research@
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Academics and agencies working with(in)  any community bring ethical parameters in to play. Some ethical 
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reflected upon (Banks & Manners, 2012).
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a research methodology that melds co-design and co-production might be more efficacious than more com@
mon methodologies such as observations, questionnaires, focus groups or interviews.  It is hypothesized 
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Reader in Urban Design in the School of Art, Design and Architecture of the University of Huddersfield and 
Departmental Leader for Internationalisation. I’ve got the PhD (2006) in Building Engineering/Architecture 
EU at the University of Pavia (Italy), where I previously graduated. Assistant Professor in Architecture and 
Urban Design at the University of Pavia (2008-2014), I mainly lectured in the PGT Double Degree Pro@
gramme jointly organised with Tongji University of Shanghai (2009-2014). Adjunct Professor at Politecnico 
di Milano (2010-2014) and Visiting Professor at the University of Seville (2014). I have been co-investigator 
and PI in research projects (Prin2007, Prin 2009, Ergon) and other international activities including interna@
tional design workshops (China, UAE, Poland, Brazil), Erasmus+ exchanges, EU Long Life Programmes etc. 
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exhibitions as the one on Chinese architecture at La Triennale of Milan (2012) as well as the East-West 
China exhibition at Huddersfield Art Gallery (2016). Referee for a number of journals and research bodies, 
I am Associate Editor of the Urban Planning and Development Journal (ASCE) and Member of the British 
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The paper deals with measuring quality in planning. It specifically refers to methodological frameworks for 
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As a matter of fact many newly built social housing neighborhoods are not fitting dwellers’ needs and aspira@
tions, even if there is not a lack of “urban sustainability” as currently defined through most accredited assess@
ment tools. Moreover, there is large evidence of “poor design” quality and other issues in housing units and/
or neighborhood scale. The research goal is to define a methodological framework and an adaptive tool to 
assess urban quality, so that to find potential connections with dwellers’ preferences and well-being.
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implementation, especially at the quarter/neighborhood scale (Socco, 2003; Scussel, 2007; Delsante and 
others, 2007). The research refers to those based on a number of indicators, usually grouped in different 
categories/dimensions, and including quantitative and qualitative features. The evaluation of each indicator 
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corresponds to the weighted sum of indicators and indices (OCS et al., 2002).
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The computation methodology allows the intersection of expert led assessment (top-down process) and 
community led consultations (bottom-up process): dwellers’ perception and preferences can be taken into 
consideration through indices weighting (Scussel, 2007). Post Occupancy Evaluation data (Miron et al., 
2008; Delsante and Miron, 2016) could be also used with a similar goal: that is why the methodology has 
been adapted and tested on PIEC social housing interventions in Porto Alegre (Brazil).
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University of Huddersfield. Nuwan completed his PhD in Urban Design at the School of Art, Design and Ar@
chitecture, University of Huddersfield in 2015. Before begin his PhD, he completed his MSc. in Urban Design 
at the University of Salford, UK in 2011. He obtained his first degree from University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka 
in Town & Country Planning.Nuwan has actively engaged in several EU funded projects which addressed 
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bottom line’, that encompasses the three dimensions of life–economics; social and environmental sustain@
ability. Even though urban design has a wider scope for achieving sustainability on all its three fronts, the 
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achieving the current scope of urban design and, therefore, a ‘balanced’ community embedded urban design 
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process was required to overcome the current research gap. Accordingly, based on two live neighbourhood 
urban design projects in North West England this research developed a new community embedded urban 
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design solutions in a neighbourhood context in UK. 
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Dr Effiness Chipiliro Mpakati Gama is a lecturer and researcher at Edinburgh Napier University in the School 
of Engineering and the Built Environment specialised in Construction Management Practice and Theory. 
She teaches undergraduate and postgraduate modules (Strategic Management, Construction Project Man@
agement, Production Management and Construction Management) covering a number of contemporary 
issues affecting the construction industry.  Effie studied Architecture at University of Malawi and attended 
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terdam (Netherlands), Organised Self Help Housing Management in Costa Rica conducted by Swedish 
Lund University, Environment and Development Masters programme at University of Edinburgh and a PhD 
programme at Edinburgh Napier University. Her research interest in promoting use of economically, environ@
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Before joining the academia, Effie worked for the Malawi Housing Corporation for over 10 years designing 
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lated urban shelter and materials’ demand in developing countries. Malawi, statistics indicate that houses 
built of kiln baked bricks (KBBs) are escalating, hence, consumption of wood for baking the bricks despite 
policy maker’s proposals to use alternative materials and curb deforestation. Evidence shows that wood 
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alternatives (solid cement blocks (SCBs), stabilised soil-cement blocks (SSBs) and concrete blocks (CBs)) 
also contribute to environmental impacts due to raw materials’ production processes involved. Considering 
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empirical and desk surveys, was used to obtain inventories of conventional (burnt bricks) and alternative 
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Based on the findings, a KBB house had a highest value of 10.5tCO
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(4.7tCO
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) when using cement mortar. Contrary, a CB house has the highest value of 105.5tCO
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 of a KBB house when using lime mortar. The results demonstrate that carbon emissions of urban 
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designers and policy makers but also calls for further investigations on other building materials’ impacts in 
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efficient responses in an emergency, which may result in high transport costs and procurement lead times. 
As road infrastructure is amongst the top priority in a post-disaster recovery and require a significant value 
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conducted with high-level officials, policy makers, and the stakeholders of post-disaster road infrastructure 
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findings suggest that the road infrastructure was generally neglected from maintenance. The local gov@
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standard pavement types (HMA) and to repair the roads when they have broken. This condition was affected 
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conflict of authorities between government agencies involved in road maintenance, and the poor financial 
capacity of the districts, were exacerbated by the poor capacity of the road authorities’ personnel. A frame@
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Dr Helena Rivera is a Research Assistant at ESALA University of Edinburgh and Visiting Lecturer at Green@
wich University. Helena studied Architecture at the Bartlett, UCL (BSc) and The Royal College of Arts (MA). 
She is a professionally qualified in Architecture (ARB, RIBA) and worked for over four years at Alsop Archi@
tects on the Rotterdam Masterplan and the West-Bromwich Lottery-funded arts centre, ‘The Public’. Helena 
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Helena’s research focuses on large-scale housing projects and sustainable communities. She obtained 
her PhD in Planning in 2015 at the Bartlett School of Planning (UCL) with a Collaborative Doctorate Award 
(CDA) funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC). She taught Landscape Architecture 
and Urbanism in Kingston University between 2006-2013 and is currently leading an Undergraduate Archi@
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Research Council, the National Endowment for Science Technology and Arts (NESTA) and is currently a 
member of the International research team Medellín Urban Innovation working within a Newton Institutional 
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In 2013 Medellín, Colombia was acclaimed the most innovative city in the world by the Urban Land Institute. 
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workshop I propose to present a discussion focused on issues related to equity in terms of habitat conditions. 
In Medellín, low-income developments are replicating high-rise models which failed worldwide. Ongoing 
development has little regard for topography, ecological considerations, and the quality of the public realm. 
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most socially unequal countries in Latin America, a condition evident throughout Medellín. 
This research questions to what extend environmental and urban policies and citizen empowerment are 
helping to increase social equity and wellbeing in the city, addressed through meeting the following objec@
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2. Identify instruments in the current planning legislation and guidance that allow the issues identified 
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4. Conduct issue-specific scoping studies into: city centre renewal including management of heritage 
and cultural values; environmentally and socially appropriate location of new developments; ap@
propriate forms of housing; public realm improvement, accessibility and connectivity; and informal 
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I am a Senior Lecturer in construction management. I moved to the Department of Built Environment, Fac@
ulty of Engineering and Technology, LJMU after working as a researcher and part-time lecturer at Teesside 
:1%;6$.%#<U'L'3";6'8*$6'#3"1'#61'<6"$.'*0'+$*06..%*1"-'6I+6$%61&6'%1'&*1.#$,&#%*1'%19,.#$<'"19'1%16'<6"$.'*0'
"&"968%&'6I+6$%61&6B'+"$#%&,-"$-<'%1'$6.6"$&3'"19'#6"&3%14U'L'V*$O69'".'"'!$*M6&#'5*1#$*-'H"1"46$'%1'd"#"$'
and in Sri Lanka as a Project Manager. I also worked as a District Engineer in the department of water sup@
+-<'"19'."1%"#"%*1B'4*;6$1861#'*0'P6+"-B'"19'$"1'8<'*V1'&*1.,-#"1&<'K,.%16..'%1'P6+"-U'5,$$61#-<B'L'"8'
#6"&3%14'"#'"--'-6;6-.'".'"'8*9,-6'-6"96$'"19'"-.*'%1;*-;%14'%1'K*#3'%1#6$1"-'"19'6I#6$1"-'6;61#.'"..*&%"#69'
with learning and teaching.  My research interest areas are project planning, scheduling and controlling; de@
lay analysis, risk management, sustainable construction; IT applications in construction: 4DBIM, modelling, 
virtual reality; visualisation and simulation, earthwork planning and resource optimisation. I have supervised 
more than 30 postgraduate student’s dissertations, one PhD student and also examined a PhD student 
as an External Examiner. I have an excellent record of accomplishment of research projects in aspects of 
&*1.#$,&#%*1'+$*M6&#'8"1"46861#'"19'&%;%-'614%166$%14U'L'3";6'+,K-%.369'FZ'$6.6"$&3'+"+6$.'%1'#36'$6+,#69'
M*,$1"-.'"19'&*106$61&6'+$*&669%14.U' L'"8'"-.*'614"469'".'"' $6;%6V6$' %1' #36' %1#6$1"#%*1"-'&*106$61&6.'
such as CONVR, ARCOM and peer review journals like ECAM, CME, AIC. I am an incorporate member of 
Chartered Institute of Building (ICIOB), a Certified Civil Engineer (CEng) from Nepal Engineering Council, 
and the Fellow member of the Higher Education Academy (FHEA). 
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regeneration project. Virtual Reality (VR) is evolving technology that aids to communicate and visualise the 
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ing. This has caused uncertainties in planning and scheduling of projects, and consequently delays and 
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existing road traffic congestion and surrounding landscape. The visual simulation aids to identify conflicts in 
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work activities and space congestion, thus improving the site productivity and reducing the idle of equipment, 
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road design data, sectional quantities, variable productivity data, unit cost, site access points, and arithmetic 
algorithms. A cut-fill algorithm was developed to optimise earthwork quantities and costs. Weekly progress 
profiles, location-based congestion plans, and cost profiles are the key outputs. Case study experiments 
0$*8'$*"9'+$*M6&#.'V6$6',.69'#*'968*1.#$"#6'#36'0,1&#%*1"-%#%6.'*0' #36'8*96-B'V3%&3'"%9.'#*';%.,"-%.6'#36'
earthwork scheduling information, workspace congestion, and cut-fill positions on a weekly basis. Evaluation 
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ficient and effective way.
.%(C@1"5: Communication, Earthwork planning, Public consent, Simulation, Visualisation, Workspace 
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Martin holds a PhD in construction project management from the University of Hong Kong, in which he exam@
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had earlier obtained his B.Sc. in Building Technology (First Class Honours) from Kwame Nkrumah University 
of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi-Ghana. Following his role with Taysec Construction Ltd (then 
Taylor Woodrow Company) as Quantity Surveyor and Manager of the Batching Plant/Pre-cast Department, 
and after successfully completing his PhD in 2009, Martin held positions at the University of Hong Kong as 
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Management. He joined the School of Civil and Building Engineering, Loughborough University, UK, in 2010 
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ary Assistant Professor at the Department of Real Estate and Construction of The University of Hong Kong 
since July 2010. His research to date have focused on sustaining the efficiency and effectiveness of project 
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cal verification and validation of strategies/mechanisms for effective teamwork and project delivery. He has 
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provision of resilient infrastructure: empowerment & control dynamics in project teams, high performing work 
systems and human factors in project management. This focus has gelled into three broad areas; Organis@
ing Systems for BIM-enabled Projects; Building Resilience in Critical Infrastructure Delivery, and Resilient 
!$*M6&#'>*;6$1"1&6'?<.#68.U'(36'8"%1'#3$,.#.'*0'#3%.'$6.6"$&3'0*&,.'"$6'#*W'%961#%0<'#36'9%861.%*1.'*0'$6.%-@
ience at the human/individual level (resilience competencies) and organisational/institutional level (resilience 
capabilities); develop effective strategies for embedding the resilience competencies and capabilities in dif@
ferent cultural contexts and project business settings (i.e. different business models – e.g. integrated service 
provision; technological platforms – e.g. BIM); and identifying the procurement/contractual communications/
mechanisms required to give proper effect to these resilience competencies and capabilities in project busi@
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.%(C@1"5: Capacity Building; Competencies; Empowerment; Infrastructure; Resilience
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tion Manager and a Fellow of Higher Education Academy. Gayan has wider research interests including dis@
aster resilience, extreme weather events and construction SMEs, resilience of small businesses, adaptation 
to flooding, and sustainability in construction. He has contributed to a number of externally funded research 
+$*M6&#.'"99$6..%14'"K*;6'%..,6.'"19'%.'&,$$61#-<'#36'+$%1&%+"-'%1;6.#%4"#*$'*0'"'+$*M6&#'%1;6.#%4"#%14'-*14@
term performance of post disaster housing schemes funded by the CIOB Bowen Jenkins Fund. 
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been completed and occupied for a reasonable length of time (for e.g. 10-15 years), valuable lessons can 
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construction projects have performed in the long-term; against the requirements of the occupants and hous@
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re-construction. Although the research will be undertaken in Sri Lanka, the findings will be relevant to other 
countries where post-disaster housing reconstruction projects will be required following a disaster event 
(flooding [including the floods in the UK], cyclones, earthquakes etc.). Findings will have particular relevance 
to other South Asian countries (including Nepal, Bangladesh, India) - a region which consists of countries 
highly vulnerable to devastating natural disasters such as tsunamis, cyclones and flooding. Construction 
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My research focus is to take a holistic view of healthcare buildings and its impact on occupants’ wellbeing, 
building up the theory foundation why we need a holistic view of the healing environment; identifying the 
buildings, spaces and environments characteristics that relate to people’s wellbeing; and then proposing a 
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a variety issues related to primary school design. The latest project HEAD (Holistic Evidence and Design, 
EPSRC funded) focused on the school and classroom environmental design and its impact on pupils’ learn@
ing progress. The findings of all projects have been presented to the city councils, school clients and design@
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published in many peer reviewed academic journals. I finished my Ph.D at School of Architecture, Sheffield 
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tors that influence the occupants’ perception and behaviour through two building case studies. One was a 
conventional high-rise office block and another one was a contemporary environmentally-concerned office 
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design and its impact on occupants’ performance. The findings of all projects have been published in many 
peer reviewed academic journals. One of them turned out to be the most downloaded ar’cle in Journal ‘Build@
ing and Environment’ and won the ‘Best Paper Award’ in 2013. 
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cupants. The methods adopted include: (1) analysing the recent research that focus on the links between 
the built environment and health outcomes on hospital settings; (2) from the literature review, identifying the 
building characteristics that relate to people’s wellbeing; and (3) proposing a holistic framework to explore 
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design point of view, the study takes an integrated approach of the built environment (hospital) within which 
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performance; from the end- user point of view, the research looks at design strategies with an intention to 
maximize the occupants’ benefits and minimize buildings’ maintenance and management. The identification 
of the impact of the built environment factors on staff and patient will be a new finding for healthcare build@
ings’ research, highlighting the importance of the design challenge for policy makers, designers and users.  
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Raquel was born in Campinas-SP, Brazil. After education and practice in architecture and urban design, she 
has since been dedicated to academic research and teaching activities. Bachelor’s degree in Architecture 
and Urbanism from Universidade de Brasília-UnB, 1990; M.Arch. degree from University of Minnesota-UMN, 
2002; Ph.D. degree in Civil Engineering in the area of Architecture and Construction from Universidade 
Estadual de Campinas-UNICAMP, 2008. Carried out research and teaching activities within a post-doctoral 
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Civil Engineering and the Architecture and Urbanism courses at the FEAU/ UNIMEP since 02/2014. Coordi@
nator of the Civil Engineering Course at FEAU/ UNIMEP since 01/2016. Contributes to the following research 
groups: Cultura, tecnologia e cidade (UNIMEP); Cultura, arquitetura e cidade na America Latina (FAUUSP); 
Metodologia de projeto em arquitetura (UNICAMP). Academic advisor of works of completion for gradua@
tion and of scholarship scientific initiation research projects. Participates in examination boards of: course 
completion works, design competition and professor selection judging commissions. Develops scientific and 
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considerable portion of Brazilian affordable housing production does not reveal the broad range of qualitative 
aspects to be considered, failing to deliver the expected quality, especially for the most vulnerable people. 
Even though the advances in regulatory context of civil construction in Brazil in the last decade, normative 
references and the wide range of instruments applicable to housing projects has not been sufficient to guar@
antee housing design quality. So far, such references and instruments do not fully incorporate the necessary 
requirements for the improvement of quality of life of their inhabitants. The ongoing research aims to poten@
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research is the humanising content from the field of studies related to the typology – of housing unit, modes 
of aggregation and urban design – and to its physical and sociocultural capacity of transformation. Current 
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lected and analysed with regards to encouraging and facilitating the consideration of flexibility; Examples 
of housing design that enable flexibility are being searched for and its design and constructional principles 
extracted; Literature review on the aspects of technology and culture in affordable housing architecture are 
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being conducted, with a special focus in the Latin American context. Expected results include a design pro@
cess framework that highlights the environment’s physical and sociocultural capacity of transformation, thus 
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Dayana Bastos Costa has a BSc in Civil Engineer (Federal University of Bahia, Brazil, 2001), and MSc and 
PhD in Civil Engineering - Construction Management (Federal of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, 2003 and 2008, 
respectively). She has industrial experience in the Brazilian construction sector and international experience 
in research, being visiting researcher at Salford University-UK (2006) and Georgia Institute of Technology-
USA (2014-2015). Since 2008, Dr. Costa joined the Structural and Construction Engineering Department of 
the School of Engineering at Federal University of Bahia–Brazil and, currently she is Associate Professor of 
Construction Management. She is also permanent professor in the Post Graduation Program in Civil Engi@
neering (Academic Master and PhD) since 2010.
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Dr. Costa’s research area involves construction management, especially lean construction, production man@
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The potential use of emergent technology as Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) has called the attention of 
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better understanding of how this technology can be fitted to construction management task, such as safety 
monitoring, project visualization and progress, including its benefits and risks. The aim of this research is 
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case studies. Specific data collection protocol for safety inspection was developed. Data were collected 
from a set of flight tests on site for visual assets (pictures and movies) gathering and regular meeting with 
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requirements in the visual assets collected and possible management decisions that would be made based 
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inspection on jobsites, especially in large jobsite and areas with difficult access. The evaluation shows the 
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Civil engineer since 1997, Master in Civil Engineering from UFRGS (1999) and PhD in Production Engineer@
ing from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (2008). He was responsible to built in the last 15 years 
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ogy and Innovation Management of Universidade Comunitária da Região de Chapecó (Regional Community 
University Chapecó - Unochapecó) and teaches courses in Occupational Safety and Health Engineering 
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Engineering at Faculdade Meridional (South College - IMED). He researches in Civil Engineering in the area 
of Civil Production Management and Production Engineering with emphasis on Work Safety.
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of better quality, which contribute to the sustainability of the construction industry , making it the most eco@
nomical and benefiting a large number of people. The NBR 15575-1 (ABNT, 2013) it is for the designer 
responsible for determining the design life of each building system, so it’s your job to establish what materi@
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within the procedures laid down in NBR 5674 (ABNT, 1999), otherwise your real life will be compromised, 
which can only be proven over the property’s use of time. The aim is to provide guidelines for the designers 
as regards the specification of the design and construction systems maintenance within the performance 
standard (NBR 15575). The research method consists of a survey with designers through electronic form to 
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concepts that should be being specified in the descriptive memorials. Based on the results, will be defined 
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and that is the correct procedure to achieve the projected useful life. Also specification guidelines will be 
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include a postdoctoral research at Institute of Architecture and Urbanism, USP; PhD in Architecture, Technol@
ogy and City, obtained from University of Campinas; master’s degree in Art from State University of Campi@
nas (2008), MBA in Project Management at IBTA (2004), Web Publishing Certificate at Langara College 
- Vancouver (2003) and bachelor’s degree in Architecture and Urbanism from Federal University of Viçosa 
(1999). My research centres upon the creative and collaborative use of digital technology in architectural 
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construction, specially studing Augmented Reality and Building Information Modelling (BIM).  My thesis-by-
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on BIM adoption by São Paulo public universities. 
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The general objective of this research was to verify the use of Augmented Reality (AR) applied in a Partici@
patory Design (PD) in the process of conception of the architectural design. The proposition was that both 
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character, and its basic scientific method was the Design Science Research. This research consisted of five 
stages: motivation; objectives of a solution definition; design & development; demonstration and evaluation. 
In the Motivation stage, the problem to be solved and its limits were defined and formalized, providing the 
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architecture. In the Objectives of a Solution Definition stage the aim was to search for an AR tool that could 
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showed the need for developing a specific application that could support a PD workshop. Therefore, in the 
Design & Development stage, there was the development of the AR application called “equipAR!”. In the 
Demonstration stage a PD workshop was designed with support from mobile AR. In the Evaluation stage, the 
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use of subjective measures and qualitative analyzes. This research main contributions are a PD workshop 
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environmental co-evolution required to enhance living conditions in less developed countries while main@
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concept. Proposed initially by William McDonough (an architect) and Michael Braungart (a chemist), the 
cradle to cradle design approach focuses on five main areas – namely materials use, reutilization, water 
use, energy consumption and social responsibility – and it can be used as a strategy or goal in product de@
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a number of other related concepts discussed in several fields – such as civil engineering, industrial design 
and architecture – can be found. Like other rapidly developing nations, Brazil currently faces serious environ@
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natural resources, products and services. However, the current development model – which follows a linear 
cradle-to-grave logic – must not be simply replicated, and an alternative model firmly rooted on sustainability 
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Her main research interest includes the way the urban environment affects people’s well-being focusing 
primarily on areas of low-income population. In recently years, she has held research grants from CNPq to 
analyze those areas and establish design guidelines to improve the spatial qualities of Social Housing Pro@
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dies program, called PMCMV (Programa Minha Casa Minha Vida). The recent evaluation of the program 
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practice is guided by quantitative criteria and the minimum standards established by urban legislation end 
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the spatial quality of these social housing projects: 1. spatial arrangements considering the role of the open 
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Thus, spatial guidelines were formatted for social housing projects aiming at achieving qualitative improve@
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- squares and community services area, non-existent in the current project. Thus, this research contributes 
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possibilities for significant improvements in the outcome of spatial quality.  
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(UFRGS). She has experience in design management focused on product development process, client re@
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measure the results of their work to verify if their promises were fulfilled, and most firms maintain minimal 
connections to academy. Consequently, there is no explicit knowledge database to support their decision-
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an alternative to this problem, EBD is a process that attempt to base building decisions on the best available 
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sequent decision-making. But despite the emerging relevance of EBD, the process of embedding evidence 
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fields of interest. Integrating performance dimensions involves the decision making based on the interests 
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laboratively since the early stages of design. The research deals with the following research question: how 
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Large cities in Brazil currently present a picture of inequality and segregation resulting from decades of 
conflict over the occupation of urban land. A number of initiatives - including slum clearance and upgrad@
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and towards the pattern of periphery housing schemes built by the Housing National Bank (BNH). Little is 
known about the performance outcome of the current actions, including slum upgrading. Post-Occupancy 
Evaluation (POE) and indicator systems have been used as important tools for the provision of information 
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of users in the evaluation process, they fail to adequately reflect the prevailing subjective concepts of quality. 
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uncertainty creates new knowledge fields: Fuzzy Logic is one of these new fields. This research aims to es@
tablish a method of data analysis for environmental quality evaluation of urban areas, taking into account the 
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views of dwellers using Fuzzy Logic. Post-Occupation Evaluation and indicator systems were combined with 
Fuzzy Logic to develop analysis tools that formally represent vague and ill-defined information presented in 
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perception and resilience. Manager and lead researcher of the Disaster Risk Management Group (GRID), 
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caused by natural phenomena, especially those of hydrometeorological origin, triggering floods and mass 
movements. The deranged and unregulated urban sprawl process, with inappropriate interventions to field 
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(guidance concept evolved from the REDE FINEP MORAR TS). The alternative proposals involve from the 
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of action plans are needed and the University Center of Disaster Studies and Research (CEPED/RS) of the 
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) has been strongly acting on the identification, testing 
and consolidating strategies for this purpose. One reference case occurred in the municipality of Caxias 
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involved with the search of socially validated and technically suitable solutions to the urban requalification 
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Architecture and Urbanism from the University of São Paulo and specialization in Land Management and 
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consultant of UNESCO in a joint project with the City Hall of São Paulo on developing indicators for evalu@
ation and monitoring of the Master Plan of São Paulo, as well as Assistant Professor at the University São 
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One is an empirical study concluded in 2015 on the implications of a planning tool launched in the 2014 São 
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private developers in good locations. The research question was “what is the numerical and locational po@
tential of the ‘Solidarity Quota’ for social housing provision?” The conclusions point out that the instruments 
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the application of the 2014 São Paulo Master Plan, specifically on issues such as social function of land, so@
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indicators and identified data sources. The next phases consist on accessing specific data, calculating the 
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master was in Civil Engineering, it was held from 2009 to 2011, in the same university. My main research 
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this period was “a survey on the Last Planner System: impacts and difficulties for implementation in Brazil@
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(IGLC) in 2010, and the “Modelling the network of commitments in the Last Planner System”, published in 
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of the production planning and control systems of the design, fabrication, and site assembly in Engineer-
To-Order (ETO) building systems. The three main publications of this period was (1) the “Guidelines for 
integrated planning and control of Engineer-To-Order prefabrication systems” published at the 21st Annual 
Conference of the IGLC in 2013; (2) the “Core requirements for the development of a planning and control 
model for Engineer-To-Order in construction industry” published at the: Encuentro Latino Americano de 
Gestión y Economia de la Construcción, in 2013; and (3) “The role of visual management in collaborative 
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The industrialization of construction work is one of the ways it is possible to achieve better quality and pro@
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and control model for ETO prefabricated systems, integrating design, manufacturing and site assembly. The 
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of the processes proposed in the final model were assessed. Although there is still a need to improve the 
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development of a framework to understand the complexity of this kind of production system; the identification 
of the main requirements for developing a planning and control system for this environment; and the adapta@
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Architecture and Urbanism Course from 2011 to 2013. Since 2012, she is member of the Master’s Program 
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She is the founder and coordinator of the Experimental Construction Site (“Canteiro Experimental”), which 
is an R&D and teaching laboratory. In this lab, which was built from the ground using rammed earth, are be@
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For six years, she served as member of the National Association for Built Environment Technology (ANTAC) 
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construction techniques. Currently, coordinator of ANTAC’s Working Group on Sustainable Development 
and the technical secretary of the committee responsible for preparing the Earthen Based Constructions 
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material, associated to ramming, a simple technique. The primitive way of production has evolved, by the ag@
gregation of new products, tools and machinery, enabling current stabilized rammed earth (SRE) construc@
tion system. In South America, only in Brazil the earthen techniques did not succeed and their application 
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fer on SRE as a humanitarian technology because of raw material low cost, manufacturing facilities cost 
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and urban housing production. Research projects developed in UFMS had identified some formwork weake@
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conditions to enable the technique to housing production, this project aims to get a technological artifact, ie 
rammed earth walls, that combine aesthetic quality, high productivity and competitive cost, for social hous@
ing. It will consist of 1. Designing and implementing formwork for SRE, 2. Planning and constructing rammed 
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ing devices parameters for improvement of production activities. The expected results are high quality form@
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performance, quality, cost, productivity and sustainability reliable data in order to build models to compare 
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will contribute to publicize the technique and its purpose for housing production.  
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